
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of wholesale
manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for wholesale manager

Partner with Merchandising, E2E & SDs to create innovative & efficient sales
tools that bring to life the focused activities against the sales calendar
(injection package selling, L2S, focus packages) in order for the filed team to
drive revenues
Ensure implementation of the audit tool that account managers will use
during their market visits (commercial / Perfect day / LRN) nb
Work with the sales team to ensure updates of the (Seasonal) Distribution
Blueprint Map
Support the sales team in organizing and executing group sell in sessions for
long tail customers
Develop regional monthly re-orders plans for in-season orders for
Wholesale& Franchise
To support the delivery & execution of digital & social in line with the
Wholesale Marketing Account Plan for the 4 Key Categories and Key National
Accounts
To be responsible for identifying by key campaign the specific Digital & Social
requirements and communicate to key category champions
To plan, co-ordinate and implement all social plans through the London
adidas Publishing team in line with the category champions and omni channel
calendar
Ensure that plans tie into and enhance all key brand initiatives
Liaise internally and externally to execute all plans in a commercially driven
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Qualifications for wholesale manager

Ideally will have previous experience within Compliance Advisory
Leading departmental responsibilities, such as team training and oversight of
audit issue resolution
Leading relevant complex, integrated audits, and other audit
projects/initiatives
Knowledge of banking/financial business operations and risk-based auditing
attained through progressive work experience
Degree in risk management, accounting or finance with audit focus
CPA, CIA, CBA, CISA and/or other risk management certification


